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Background

• Retrospective evaluation of Cities as 
Water Supply Catchments program 

• Objectives:
– If, and how did collaboration lead to 

impacts
– Examining of critical factors in establishing 

and maintaining impact pathways
– Establishment of roles and responsibilities 

of research and industry partners

• Five case studies of ‘successful’ 
collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harness potential of SW:Ease water shortagesEnhance liveability by micro climate, waterway health urban landscaping.Characterising impact pathwaysCase studies:Central west council alliance  14 rural councils with the catchment management authority – early stageWarringah – NWS council – actively drawn in support from researchersMarrickville – long history, participant and Ecowest demonstration projectVic Urban /Places Victoria- state owned development agency to deliver large scale greenfield ws presinctVictorian Strategic Policy Space 



CaWSC Impact Pathways

Bos and Farrelly, 2014
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Presentation Notes
The impacts can be either characterised as tangible or process related, where it should have been noted that the tangible impacts couldn’t have occurered without the process related.



CaWSC Impact Pathways

Bos and Farrelly, 2014
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Presentation Notes
Seeding and strengthening networks and relationships beyond just meeting in the CRC.Internal and external to organisation – sharing of knowledge, equipment, bringing others along, peer pressureIndividual and organisational knowledge:Being presented with new contentBeing part of demonstrated project – process learningTaking new content forward within organisation



CaWSC Impact Pathways

Bos and Farrelly, 2014
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Has helped to build an agenda for alternative water practice – which is an import seed for change



CaWSC Impact Pathways

Bos and Farrelly, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A range of policy document, strategies, plans and guidelines that reflects narrative  and principles from the CaWSC – for example from the bueprint.Aim to facilitate implementation and practical application of water sensitive practice.At state level, lead CaWSC researchers have influenced through their involvement in a higl, level inter organisational policy networkWater related staff positions – shows the value add that councils are starting to see in addressing water in alternative waysOn-ground projects…depending on where the organisations are in their own development we have seen on ground project. Some organisation just start to value water as a resource – harvesting systemsOther organisation see further advantages of green infrastructure shuch as micro climate benefits and start thinking of how they can incorporate this in the development of the green technologySome on ground projects have been demonstration sites for others.Education material for community including videos explaining the important role of a constructed vegetated bioretention system in supporting river health and drinking water quality in Bathurst.Also a change in approach to infrastructure development (how it can deliver on multiple objectives and what this means for collaborative planning) in one of the council can be partly attributed to the CAWSC



CaWSC Impact Pathways

Bos and Farrelly, 2014
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Mechanisms:ChampionsCredibilityKey enabling stakeholders



Roles of Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creation of collaborative relationshipsFormal engagement was important but many of the impacts were brought about by industry partners who were very active in taking new understandings forward  and purposefully engaging researchers beyond formal channels of engagement.



Roles of Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Industry partners willing to champion change:Encourage others to come along and help them enrol and actively participate in the CRCAdvocating for internal change in for example documentsInclusion of local communities



Roles of Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having an intermediate person



Lessons for the CRCWSC research and industry 
partners include:

• “Leading too far ahead”
• Necessary focus on key organisational agenda 

building activities
• Demonstration projects go beyond testing 

technological feasibility and practitioner 
confidence

• Necessity of accessible, available and visible 
researchers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different forms, through capacity buildingFor example, while one council acknowledged that it is directing implementation in another council it was obvious that the document hadn’t gone much further than the section involved. Was quite funny because the director said, it is for directing practice on the ground and when I spoke to engineer…he said…ohh that stuff is just for management.This was especially apparent n the CMA in NSW… Frequent engagment of researchershighlight the importance of collaboration and social learning facilitated by the Cities program through (i) the industry partners workshops, and (ii) the organic establishment of local networks. Both these platforms were perceived to be a great resource for encouraging on-ground action. The local network in particular created opportunities for promoting information exchange, peer-support regarding technical designs, and the physical exchange of equipment to facilitate on-ground implementation. Respondents indicated that evidence presented at industry partner workshops was effective in motivating individual actors to champion for change and to create opportunities for change within and outside their organisation. Furthermore, the early results also highlight the utility and impact of written documents such as the ‘Blueprint’, which was perceived to be of great value and use for informing internal policy development and building broader understanding of water sensitive concepts. 



Thank you!







Understanding CRCWSC Impact

• To understand stakeholder perceptions regarding 
impact:
– Overall, what do you think the research/industry 

collaboration will have achieved/delivered by 2021 for 
Adelaide?

– What do you think the research/industry collaboration 
will have achieved/delivered to your organisation 
between now and 2021?

– What do you see as your/your organisation’s role in 
delivering the above?

– How can the wider CRC support you in this?
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